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A recent clinical trial assessment was performed on the DS6® decompression sleeve for ING/OrthoSleeve 
(2016), conducted by The Robert M. Palmer M.D., Institute of Biomechanics, Inc. (an NCOPE accredited 
pedorthic biomechanics school; sponsored by Oklahoma State University Institute of Technology). The 
product was tested against other therapy methods and against no therapeutic methods or products.  The 
study focused on the new decompression sleeve’s impact in reducing symptoms related to biomechanical 
deficits. 

The study demonstrated at intial fitting and in follow-up, positive responses from patients and consumers 
who demonstrated the need for some form of biomechanical support, most specifically focusing on those 
who would traditionally be placed within some form of a biomechanical strapping or taping method. These 
results provide evidence that the DS6® product provided decompression of soft tissue as well as providing a 
potential improved foot alignment while wearing the decompression sleeve.  The patients and consumers 
reported an immediate proprioceptive response of support and stability with the DS6®, further noting that 
they felt their foot did not collapse as much with the product on their foot. Some consumers reported 
needing a size larger in the prototypes provided for the clinical trial with equal response that some needed a 
smaller size; most petite female clients. The clinical trial had limited access to adolescents for the study. 

For those patients and consumers who had previously received some form of traditional strapping or taping 
for various biomechanical deficits – reported that the DS6® was remarkably similar to or mimicked 
traditional low dye taping (L&M) or dynamic muscle relaxation taping (DMR). Further clinical trials 
showed positive results for those needing additional arch support – by combining the FS6® construction 
(so-called CZT®) with the DS6® (so-called KZT®). 

The DS6® claims to stabilize the foot and provide relief of biomechanically oriented symptoms mimicking 
traditional biomechanical taping methods. The initial claim was to control the hindfoot of the patient / 
consumer via the posterior calcaneal, low stretch weave similar to tape being applied and to further stabilize 
the hindfoot by reducing elongation of the forefoot via the medial and lateral forefoot gel-locks (gel straps) 
that adhere to the human foot thereby reducing compensatory calcaneal valgus or varus. The decompression 
technique performed by these two features along with the FS6® six zone patented compression, provides 
therapeutic benefits to the patient / consumer to aid in motion control of the midtarsal joint. The length of 
the gel-lock straps provide a prioceptive buttress against the medial and lateral foot to aid in maintaining 
foot stability or in slowing down unwanted pronatory or supinatory motions. The clinical study and analysis 
concluded that the function of the product coincided with the claims made as a therapeutic treatment 
modality. 

The pilot study supported the concept that through the products unique decompression and previously 
patented six zone compression sleeve design and a recent FScan study on the FS6® and its effect on the 
foot, changes in plantar pressure distribution can mimic the potential - positive benefits used in a non-



aggressive therapy (i.e., Low Dye taping, DMR® taping and other various taping techniques, over-the-
counter feet orthoses and traditional custom functional or accommodative feet orthosis as well as current 
available compression techniques). The FS6® study showed that alterations in foot pressure distribution and 
progression during gait were analogous to, and in some cases more effective than, prefab arch supports / 
orthoses, custom-standard / traditional podiatric orthoses, similar techniques to L&M low-dye taping and 
also in comparison to walking barefooted. Therefore, it is hypothesized that the increased medial and lateral 
gel-lock (stabilization straps) would improve the prior results FS6® obtained and the study performed on 
the DS6®’s with its unique variable compression design thereby assisting in off-loading and displacing peak 
plantar pressure during gait and static stance, as well as providing soft tissue compression and improving 
foot alignment. 
 
Thus the current study indicates that the DS6® decompression sleeve may serve as an effective alternative 
or adjuvant to traditional therapies through a easy to apply decompressive / compression sleeve, a technique 
used in medical therapies for over 50 years. The increase in decompression / compression within the DS6® 
may be best suited for “at rest” activities although not tested at this time. Further studies are being 
conducted to ensure compliance, comfort and improved patient / consumer outcomes. 
 
Results may vary based on the consumer or patient’s anatomy, physiology, condition(s), foot type, 
pathology and support of shoe.  
 
 
 

Example of FS6® Patented Six Zone Compression (Newly Incorporated In The DS6) 
 

 


